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w xInvolutive quantales were introduced in 7 as complete lattices equipped with a
multiplication and an involution. Such structures are well known from the calculus
 .of relations: the set Rel X of binary relations on any set X forms an involutive
quantale. However, the motivating example of an involutive quantale is the
spectrum Max A of a non-commutative C*-algebra A, where Max A is the
w xinvolutive quantale consisting of all closed linear subspaces of A. In 8 it was
indeed shown that A can be reconstructed from the involutive quantale Max A,
demonstrating that involutive quantales do provide a convenient algebraic invari-
ant of non-commutative C*-algebras.
The aim of this paper is to study involutive quantales from the algebraic point of
view. Our main result is the characterization of simple involutive quantales, that is,
involutive quantales on which the only surjections are isomorphisms or constant
 .morphisms. We also show that this class contains all quantales Q S of sup-pre-
serving endomorphisms on a complete lattice S having a duality, a fortiori, all
w x  .Hilbert quantales as defined in 7 . A special case of this is Rel X , which can be
 X .seen to be Q 2 .
Our investigation of the class of simple involutive quantales is also motivated by
w xC*-algebras. It is proved in 8 that for any C*-algebra A, Max A has enough
  ..  .homomorphisms into the Hilbert quantales Q P H , where P H is the com-
plete lattice of closed linear subspaces of a Hilbert space H. In this spirit, viewing
 .involutive quantales as duals of generalized non-commutative topological spaces,
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simple involutive quantales correspond to spaces having only trivial subspaces, that
is, to points. We begin a study of those involutive quantales which have enough
homomorphisms into simple involutive quantales, noting their ``spatial'' character.
w xSuch a study has algebraic antecedents in the early work 4 and the more recent
w x  .work 1 which studied certain lattices noncomplete involutive quantales having
 .enough homomorphisms into simple involutive quantales of the form Rel X .
Q 1997 Academic Press
1. PRELIMINARIES
We begin by stating the definitions, some of them well known, which will
be needed in the remainder of the article.
DEFINITION 1.1. By a quantale Q is meant a complete lattice together
with an associative product, &, satisfying
a & E b s E a & b .  .i i
and
E a & b s E a & b .  .i i
for all a, b, a , b g Q. The quantale Q is said to be unital provided thati i
there exists an element e g Q for which
e & a s a s a & e
for all a g Q.
DEFINITION 1.2. By an in¨oluti¨ e quantale is meant a quantale Q
together with an involution, *, satisfying the conditions that
a** s a,
a & b * s b* & a*, .
and
E a * s E aU .i i
for all a, b, a g Q.i
In the event that Q is unital, then necessarily e* s e, that is, e is
self-adjoint. In the event that 0 s 1, where 0 and 1 denote, respectively,
the bottom and top elements of Q, we say that Q is the tri¨ ial quantale.
DEFINITION 1.3. By a homomorphism w : Q ª Q9 of quantales is meant
a mapping which preserves the operations of product, &, and join, E, of
the quantales. The homomorphism is unital provided that
e9 s w e , .
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where e and e9 are the respective units of Q and Q9. It is a homomor-
phism of in¨oluti¨ e quantales if w preserves the involution as well. Finally,
 .w is said to be strong if w 1 s 1 .Q Q9
DEFINITION 1.4. An involutive quantale Q is said to be an in¨oluti¨ e
subquantale of the involutive quantale Q9 if there is an injective homomor-
phism from Q to Q9. It is a strong in¨oluti¨ e subquantale if the injective
homomorphism is strong.
DEFINITION 1.5. An element a g Q of a quantale Q is said to be
right-sided if
a & 1 F a.
Similarly, a g Q is said to be left-sided if
1 & a F a
and two-sided if it is both right- and left-sided.
We shall denote the right-, left-, and two-sided elements of Q, respec-
 .  .  .  .  .  .tively, by R Q , L Q , and T Q . Clearly, R Q , L Q , and T Q are
quantales under the product and join of Q.
DEFINITION 1.6. An involutive quantale Q is said to be right idempotent
 .if a & a s a for each right-sided element a g Q, that is, if R Q is an
w xidempotent quantale in the sense of 12 .
 .Remark. When Q is a right idempotent involutive quantale, T Q is
w x  .actually a frame, since by 11 the multiplication in R Q is given by
x & y s x n y, where y denotes the smallest two-sided element G y.Ä Ä
w xIt was noted in 7 that for any involutive quantale Q, the quantale
 . HR Q is equipped with a pseudo-orthocomplement, , defined by
aHs bE
a*&bs0
 .for a, b g R Q , satisfying
a F aHH ,
and
E a Hs H aH .i i
 . Hwhenever a g R Q . One also has that 0 s 1 and, when Q is righti H H  .idempotent, 1 s 0. Clearly, a is the largest element of R Q having the
property that
a* & aHs 0.
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 .Analogously, L Q possesses a pseudo-orthocomplement defined by
Hb s aE
a&b*s0
 . H  .for a, b g L Q ; b is the largest element of L Q such that
Hb & b* s 0.
DEFINITION 1.7. An involutive quantale Q is said to be discrete if
HH  .a s a for all a g R Q .
w xThe definition of a Gelfand quantale was first introduced in 6 .
DEFINITION 1.8. By a Gelfand quantale is meant a quantale Q which is
unital, involutive, and which satisfies the condition
a & a* & a s a
 .   ..for each a g R Q equivalently, a g L Q .
We note that when Q is a Gelfand quantale, it is automatically a right
H  .idempotent involutive quantale and satisfies a n a s 0 for all a g R Q
w x  .7 . Moreover, in this case R Q is an instance of what the second author
w xin 10 called a quantum frame. In the context of quantum frames,
elements a and b were said to be disjoint, denoted a H b, when a* & b s 0,
and aH was defined to be the greatest element disjoint to a. Thus, the
H w x w x w xdefinition of in 7 is a generalization of that defined in 10 . In 7 , a
Gelfand quantale Q is said to be a ¨on Neumann quantale provided that it
is also discrete.
 . w xEXAMPLES. 1 The motivating example of a Gelfand quantale 6 is
given by the spectrum Max A of a non-commutative C*-algebra A with
identity. Max A is the unital quantale of all closed linear subspaces of A
together with the product, &, defined by setting
M & N s M ? N
to be the closure of the product of linear subspaces for each
M , N g Max A ,
and the join, E, defined by taking
M s ME i i
i i
to be the closure of the sum of linear subspaces for each family
M g Max A.i
The involution M* of a closed linear subspace M is given by
< 4M* s a* a g M .
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The unit of Max A is given by the closed linear subspace generated by the
identity of A.
 .2 The weak spectrum Max A of a von Neumann algebra A,w
w xstudied by the first author in 9 , provides an example of a von Neumann
quantale. Max A is defined to be the unital involutive quantale of weaklyw
closed linear subspaces of A, together with the product, &, defined by
setting
M & N s Cl M ? N .w
to be the weak closure of the product of linear subspaces for each
M, N g Max A. The join, E, of the lattice is given by takingw
M s Cl ME i w i /
i i
to be the weak closure of the sum of linear subspaces for each family
M g Max A. Involution is defined by takingi w
< 4M* s t* t g M ,
for M g Max A, where t*, of course, denotes the involution of t in A,w
that is, the adjoint operator of t. The unit of Max A is given by thew
weakly closed linear subspace generated by the identity of A which is the
.  .same as the norm closed subspace . R Max A was also identified as aw
w xdiscrete quantum frame in 10 .
 .  .3 For any set X the quantale of relations Rel X , partially or-
dered by the inclusion of relations, is a Gelfand quantale. The product is
given by
R & S s x , y g X = X N 'z g X x , z g R and z , y g S , 4 .  .  .
with the equality relation providing the unit. The involution is defined by
R* s y , x N x , y g R . 4 .  .
 . w x4 It was observed in 7 that for any orthocomplemented sup-lattice
 .S one can form the quantale Q S of all sup-preserving mappings from S
 .to itself, which actually generalizes the quantale Rel X of the example
above. The join is given by the pointwise ordering of the mappings and the
product corresponds to the composition of mappings. The unit is given by
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the identity mapping. Under the involution * given by
w* s s t H . E /
H .w t Fs
 .  .for w g Q S and s, t g S, Q S is a Gelfand quantale. In view of the fact
 .that the right-sided elements of Q S are in one-to-one correspondence
 .  .with S, Q S is also a von Neumann quantale. A specific instance of Q S
can be given by taking S to be the atomic orthocomplemented sup-lattice
 .  .P H of closed linear subspaces of a Hilbert space H. Quantales Q S , for
S an orthocomplemented sup-lattice, are called Hilbert quantales.
 .5 Example 4 can be generalized to the case when S is a sup-lattice
with a duality, that is, with a unary relation 9 such that for any s, s g S,i
s s s0 ,
E s 9 s H sX . .i i
 .Let Q S be the involutive quantale of all sup-preserving mappings from S
to itself under the join, product, involution, and unit defined above, and
 .with 9 replacing H . Since, as above, the right-sided elements of Q S
 .correspond to S, Q S is a right idempotent discrete quantale.
w xIn 11 the term quantale was used to denote an idempotent quantale all
of whose elements were right-sided. In that context a quantale was defined
to be simple if its only two-sided elements were 0 and 1. In the interests of
conforming with the stronger and more usual algebraic definition of
simplicity and in analogy with terminology used in analysis, we make the
following definitions.
DEFINITION 1.9. Let Q be a non-trivial involutive quantale and let
ÄQ s a g Q a g T Q and a s a* . 4 .
Ä  4Then Q is said to be a factor if Q s 0, 1 .
Ä .Remarks. 1 When Q is a right idempotent involutive quantale, Q is
 .a frame. This follows from the remark above concerning T Q and the
Äfact that for a, b g Q we have
a & b * s b* & a* s b & a s b n a s a n b s a & b. .
 .2 When Q is a Gelfand quantale, any two-sided element is auto-
Ä  .matically self-adjoint, so Q s T Q . Thus for Gelfand quantales, the
notion of factor coincides with the usual one in functional analysis.
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DEFINITION 1.10. A non-trivial involutive quantale Q is said to be
simple if any surjective homomorphism of involutive quantales from it is
either an isomorphism or a constant morphism.
It will be shown in Section 4 that all simple quantales are factors. We
are interested in the difference between these two notions, the analogues
of which coincide for locales. In Theorem 4.6 we characterize right
idempotent simple quantales. Finally, in Section 5 we explore those involu-
tive quantales which have enough homomorphisms into factors or into
simple quantales, respectively, to separate elements.
2. SURJECTIVE HOMOMORPHISMS
We shall first examine surjective homomorphisms of quantales in order
to understand the nature of the condition of simplicity on an involutive
quantale. We shall see that various properties are preserved by surjective
homomorphisms, including that of being a discrete or von Neumann factor
quantale.
We remark that every surjective homomorphism f : Q ª Q9 is strong,
 .  .  .for letting f a s 1 for some a g Q, we must have f a F f 1 , since f is
 .order-preserving, so f 1 s 1. This property implies that surjections map
right-sided elements to right-sided elements since
f a & 1 s f a & f 1 s f a & 1 F f a . .  .  .  .  .
Similarly, surjections map left-sided elements and two-sided elements to
left-sided elements and two-sided elements, respectively. Moreover, for
 .  <  . 4any a9 g R Q9 the element a s E x f x F a9 is a right-sided pre-
image of a9, so the restriction map
Rf : R Q ª R Q9 .  .
is a well defined surjective homomorphism. Analogously, f is surjective on&
two-sided elements. Finally, if a9 g Q9, then a as defined above is a
 .  .  .two-sided pre-image of a9. Since f a* s f a * s f a , we see that a* F a
Äby definition of a, and, consequently, that a g Q. We conclude that the
restriction map
&Ä Äf : Q ª Q9
is also a well defined surjective homomorphism.
LEMMA 2.1. Let Q be an in¨oluti¨ e quantale and let f : Q ª Q9 be a
surjecti¨ e homomorphism of non-tri¨ ial in¨oluti¨ e quantales. If Q is Gelfand
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or right idempotent, then so, respecti¨ ely, is Q9. If in addition Q is a factor,
then so is Q9.
Proof. The proof immediately follows from the surjectivity of Rf
Äand f.
DEFINITION 2.2. Two elements a, b g Q are said to be orthogonal or
w x.disjoint as in 10 , denoted a H b, if a* & b s 0.
LEMMA 2.3. If f : Q ª Q9 is a homomorphism of involutive quantales,
then f preserves orthogonality.
Proof. Since f is a homomorphism, it preserves &, 0, and involution.
Hence, a* & b s 0 implies
0 s f 0 s f a* & b s f a* & f b s f a * & f b , .  .  .  .  .  .
 .  .which shows that f a and f b are orthogonal.
LEMMA 2.4. Let Q be a factor quantale. If f : Q ª Q9 is a homomor-
 <  . 4phism of in¨oluti¨ e quantales, then the set x g Q f x s 0 is either Q or 0,
that is, a non-zero homomorphism has tri¨ ial kernel.
ÄProof. Let a s E x. We claim that a g Q. Clearly, a is self-f  x .s0
adjoint. To show that a & 1 F a, it suffices from the definition of a to
 .  .  .  .show that f a & 1 s 0. In fact this is true since f a & 1 s f a & f 1 s
 .0 & f 1 s 0. Similarly, we can show that 1 & a F a. Thus, since Q is a
factor, a must be 0 or 1, which establishes the lemma.
Remark. Lemma 2.4 does not imply that a non-zero surjective homo-
morphism from a factor quantale is an isomorphism, for the existence of a
trivial kernel does not imply that a quantale homomorphism is injective.
LEMMA 2.5. Let Q be a factor quantale. Suppose that f : Q ª Q9 is a
surjecti¨ e homomorphism of in¨oluti¨ e quantales. Then if f is non-zero, it
preser¨ es and reflects orthogonality.
 .  .  .  .  .Proof. Let f a and f b be orthogonal. Then f a * & f b s f a* & b
s 0. By the above lemma, a* & b s 0, that is, a and b are orthogonal, so f
reflects orthogonality. The preservation is the statement of Lemma 2.3.
LEMMA 2.6. Let Q be a discrete factor quantale. If f : Q ª Q9 is a
 .non-zero surjecti¨ e homomorphism of in¨oluti¨ e quantales, then R f is an
isomorphism.
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 .  .  .Proof. Let a, b g R Q be such that f a s f b . Since f preserves
 .and reflects orthogonality by Lemma 2.5, we have for any c g R Q ,
c H a m f c H f a m f c H f b m c H b. .  .  .  .
Therefore, since
aHs x s x ,E E
a*&xs0 aHx
 . H H  .for x g R Q , we see that a s b , which implies a s b. Hence, R f is
injective. Since it is also surjective, it is an isomorphism.
PROPOSITION 2.7. Let Q be a factor quantale. If f : Q ª Q9 is a surjecti¨ e
homomorphism of in¨oluti¨ e quantales, then
R f : R Q ª R Q9 .  .  .
 .  H.  .Hpreser¨ es the pseudo-orthocomplement on R Q , that is, f a s f a for
 .all a g R Q .
Proof. We have
f aH s f x s f x . . E E /
aHx aHx
and
f a Hs y s f x . .  .E E
 .  .  .f a Hy f a Hf x
 .  .But if f is non-zero, then f a H f x if, and only if, a H x by the above
 H.  .Hlemma, so f a s f a . If f is zero, that is, if f is the surjection onto
the trivial involutive quantale, then the result is obviously true.
The following corollary follows directly from Proposition 2.7.
COROLLARY 2.8. Let Q be a discrete factor quantale. If f : Q ª Q9 is a
surjecti¨ e homomorphism, then Q9 is also a discrete factor quantale.
Remark. In view of Lemma 2.1 the above result also shows that the
surjective image of a von Neumann factor quantale is a von Neumann
factor quantale.
A particular surjective image of the involutive quantale Q which will be
Ä < 4of interest in Section 5 is ­ a s x g Q a F x , where a g Q. The join of
­ a is that of Q and the product is given by taking the join of a with the
product in Q. We note that if Q is right idempotent, the product in Q
coincides with the product in ­ a.
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ÄLEMMA 2.9. Let Q be an in¨oluti¨ e quantale and a g Q. Then the map
q : Q ª ­ aa
defined by
q x s x k a .a
is a surjection of in¨oluti¨ e quantales.
Proof. From the fact that involution preserves order, we see that
b g ­ a implies that b* g ­ a. Thus, ­ a inherits the same involutive
structure as Q.
The map q is clearly E- and *-preserving and surjective. By definition,a
q x & y s x & y k a, .  .a
while
q x & q y s x k a & y k a k a .  .  .  . .a a
s x & y k a & y k x & a k a & a k a. .  .  .  . .
But a & y F a, x & a F a, and a & a F a, since a is two-sided, so
q x & q y s x & y k a s q x & y , .  .  .  .a a a
which shows that q preserves & and, hence, is a homomorphism.a
3. FAITHFUL INVOLUTIVE QUANTALES
A condition which emerges as important in the characterization of
quantales having enough strong homomorphisms into factor or simple
involutive quantales is one in which the right- and left-sided elements play
a critical role in distinguishing all elements of the quantale. We call this
condition faithful. In the case of faithful involutive quantales, the proposi-
tion below shows that one can test for the existence of non-trivial surjec-
tions merely by looking at right-sided elements.
DEFINITION 3.1. An involutive quantale Q is said to be faithful if
whenever
x & a s y & a and b & x s b & y
 .  .for all a g R Q and b g L Q , then
x s y
for all elements x and y in Q.
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LEMMA 3.2. Let Q be a faithful in¨oluti¨ e quantale. If f : Q ª Q9 is a
surjection of in¨oluti¨ e quantales such that its restriction
R f : R Q ª R Q9 .  .  .
is an isomorphism, then f is also an isomorphism.
 .Proof. The assumption that R f is an isomorphism also implies that
 .  .L f , that is, f restricted to L Q , the left-sided elements of Q, is an
 .  .isomorphism, since x g L Q if, and only if, x* g R Q . Now suppose
 .  .f x s f y for x, y g Q. Then
f x & a s f y & a and f b & x s f b & y .  .  .  .
 .  .for all a g R Q and b g L Q . Thus,
x & a s y & a and b & x s b & y
 .  .for all a g R Q and b g L Q , which by the faithfulness of Q implies
that x s y.
This result leads immediately to the following theorem.
THEOREM 3.3. E¨ery faithful discrete factor quantale Q is simple.
Proof. Let f : Q ª Q9 be a surjective homomorphism. Then by Lemma
 .2.6, if f is non-zero, R f is an isomorphism. Hence, by the above lemma,
f is an isomorphism, which shows that Q is simple.
We recall from the examples in Section 2 that Hilbert quantales and,
 .more generally, quantales Q S , where S is a sup-lattice with a duality, are
special cases of right idempotent discrete involutive quantales. The impor-
tance of Hilbert quantales to the notion of point of the spectrum Max A
w xfor a non-commutative C*-algebra A has been discussed in 8 . We thus
 .wish to ascertain that the quantales Q S are simple, which by the above
theorem can be established by showing that they are faithful factors.
PROPOSITION 3.4. Let S be a sup-lattice with a duality. Then the quantale
 .Q S is simple.
 .Proof. By the above theorem, it remains to show that Q S is a faithful
 . w xfactor. The right-sided elements of Q S are described in 7 to be the
maps l for u g S, where l : S ª S is defined byu u
1 unless
l w s .u  0 w F u
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 .  .for w g S. We can easily see that l w s l ¨ for all u g S if, and onlyu u
if,
w F u m ¨ F u ,
 .which clearly implies w s ¨ . Hence, if f and c are elements of Q S for
  ..   ..which f & l s c & l for each u g S, then l f s s l c s for eachu u u u
 .s, u g S. Therefore, then f s c , so Q S is faithful. By the description of
 . w xright- and left-sided elements of Q S in 7 , the only two-sided self-adjoint
 .elements are readily seen to be l and l , so Q S is also a factor.0 1
COROLLARY 3.5. E¨ery Hilbert quantale is simple.
We have seen above that a surjection on a faithful involutive quantale Q
 .must be the identity when its restriction to R Q is. On the other hand, we
 .wish to know exactly which surjections on R Q actually extend to surjec-
tions on the entire quantale Q. This question is answered below in terms
of congruences.
DEFINITION 3.6. A relation ; on a quantale Q is said to be a quantale
congruence on Q if it is an equivalence relation preserving E and &. If Q
is involutive, ; is an in¨oluti¨ e quantale congruence if it is a quantale
congruence which also preserves involution.
Clearly, surjective homomorphisms from a quantale involutive quantale,
.respectively Q correspond in a one-to-one fashion to quantale congru-
 .ences involutive quantale congruences on Q.
PROPOSITION 3.7. Let Q be a right idempotent quantale and let r be a
 .quantale congruence on R Q . Then r extends to an in¨oluti¨ e quantale
congruence on Q if , and only if ,
 .  .1 a r b « x & a r x & b for all a, b g R Q and x g Q,
 .  .2 a r b « a* & c r b* & c for all a, b, c g R Q .
Proof. The forward implication is evident. Now suppose that r satisfies
 .  .1 and 2 and define r* on Q by
x r* y m x & a r y & a and x* & a r y* & a
 .for all a g R Q . Clearly, r* is reflexive, symmetric, and transitive, hence
an equivalence relation on Q. It is also trivially *-preserving. If x r* y fori i
U U  .i g I, then x & a r y & a and x & a r y & a for all a g R Q , soi i i i
E x & a r E y & a and E xU & a r E yU & ai i i i
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 .for all a g R Q . Therefore, E x r* E y . If x r* y and z r* t, theni i
x & z & a r y & z & a and z* & x* & a r t* & x* & a .  .  .  .
 .  .since z & a, x* & a g R Q . By condition 1 , since z & a r t & a and
 .x* & a r y* & a for all a g R Q , we have
y & z & a r y & t & a and t* & x* & a r t* & y* & a .  .  .  .
 .for all a g R Q . Then by transitivity we have that
x & z & a r y & t & a and z* & x* & a r t* & y* & a .  .  .  .
 .for all a g R Q , that is, that x & z r* y & t.
 .Finally, we must show that r* extends r. Let a, b g R Q . Then if
 .a r b, we have a & c r b & c for all c g R Q since r preserves &. Also
 .a* & c r b* & c by 2 . Therefore, a r* b. Conversely, if a r* b, then, we
have a & 1 r b & 1. Since Q is right idempotent, a & 1 F a s a & a F
a & 1, so a r b.
DEFINITION 3.8. An involutive quantale congruence r on Q is said to
 .be saturated if r s s *, where s denotes the restriction of r on R Q and
s * denotes the extension to Q described in the proof of Proposition 3.7.
PROPOSITION 3.9. Let r be an in¨oluti¨ e quantale congruence on Q. If
Qrr is faithful, then r must be saturated.
 .Proof. Let s denote the restriction of r on R Q . Let x s * y, that is,
 .x & a s y & a and x* & a s y* & a, for all a g R Q , or equivalently,
 .x & a r y & a and x* & a r y* & a, for all a g R Q . This means that
w x w x w x w x w x wx & a s y & a and x* & a s y* & a and, hence, that a* & x s a*
x  . w x w x& y , in Qrr for all a g R Q . By assumption this implies that x s y
in Qrr, that is, x r y. Since x r y trivially implies that x s * y, the proof is
established.
PROPOSITION 3.10. Let Q be a faithful in¨oluti¨ e quantale and let r be a
saturated congruence on Q. Then Qrr* is faithful.
w x w x w x w x w x w xProof. Let x , y g Qrr* be such that x & a s y & a and
w x w x w x w x w x  .  .a * & x s a * & y for all a g R Qrr* , that is, for all a g R Q .
Then x & a r y & a and a* & x r a* & y, which implies that x r* y, so
w x w xx s y .
4. SIMPLE INVOLUTIVE QUANTALES
We have seen above that every faithful discrete factor quantale Q is
simple. In this section we obtain a converse of this theorem for right
idempotent quantales. The first result in this direction is straightforward.
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LEMMA 4.1. If Q is a simple in¨oluti¨ e quantale, then Q is a factor.
Proof. By Lemma 2.9, the map x ª x k a is a surjective homomor-
Äphism of involutive quantales whenever a g Q. If Q is simple, this map is
either an isomorphism or a constant morphism, which implies that a s 0
or a s 1, respectively.
To prove that right idempotent simple involutive quantales are discrete
and faithful, we show that these properties determine involutive quantale
congruences and, hence, surjective homomorphisms, on Q.
LEMMA 4.2. Let Q be a right idempotent in¨oluti¨ e quantale. Define ;
on Q by
x ; y m g & x & a s g & y & a
 .  .for all g g L Q and a g R Q . Then ; is an in¨oluti¨ e quantale congru-
ence.
 .Proof. Let a, b g R Q . We first define a r b if g & a s g & b for all
 .g g L Q . It is easy to verify that r is a join-preserving equivalence
 .relation on R Q . Suppose that a r b and c r d. Then
g & a & c s g & b & c s g & b & d
 .  .for all g g L Q since g & b g L Q . Hence, a & c r b & d. This shows
 .that r is a quantale congruence on R Q .
We claim that r extends to an involutive quantale congruence on Q,
that is, that r satisfies the two conditions of Proposition 3.7 and that this
extension is ; . Suppose that a r b. Then for any x g Q, g & x & a s
 .g & x & b, since g & x g L Q , which shows that x & a r x & b and verifies
 .  .  .condition 1 . Moreover, for any c g R Q and g g L Q , we have
g & a* & c * s c* & a & g* s c* & b & g* s g & b* & c * .  .
 .  .since c* g L Q . Thus, a* & c r b* & c, which establishes condition 2 . By
Proposition 3.7, the extension r* of the congruence r above is defined by
x r* y m x & a r y & a and x* & a r y* & a
 .for all a g R Q . The first of these conditions precisely says that g & x & a
 .s g & y & a for all g g L Q , while the second one starred says the same
thing. Hence, ; is this extension as claimed.
PROPOSITION 4.3. If Q is a simple right idempotent in¨oluti¨ e quantale,
then Q is faithful.
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 .Proof. Let x & a s y & a and b & x s b & y for all a g R Q and
 .b g L Q . Then
g & x & a s g & y & a
 .  .for all g g L Q and a g R Q , that is, x ; y, where ; is the congru-
ence of Lemma 4.2. Since Q is simple, ; must be either the identity
congruence or the trivial congruence. In the first case, Q is then faithful,
which was to be proved. If ; is the trivial congruence, then 0 ; 1, so
0 s 1 & 0 & 1 s 1 & 1 & 1 s 1, where we note that the last equation uses
the right idempotency of Q. This shows that Q is the trivial quantale.
We require a lemma prior to proving our next proposition.
LEMMA 4.4. Let Q be a simple right idempotent in¨oluti¨ e quantale. Then
Ä .  4T Q is equal either to Q s 0, 1 or is a four-element Boolean algebra.
 .Proof. Suppose that a g T Q , where a is a two-sided element un-
equal to 0 or 1. Then a must be non-self-adjoint. Since a n a* and
Äa k a* g Q, we have a n a* s 0 and a k a* s 1. Hence, a* is the com-
 .  .plement of a, and thus T Q is a Boolean algebra. Let b g T Q be
another non-self-adjoint element. Assume a F b. Then a* F b* and b9 F
a9, where 9 denotes complementation. Since a* s a9 and b* s b9, this
 .implies that b* s a* or b s a. Hence, T Q cannot contain two compara-
ble non-self-adjoint elements. Now for an arbitrary non-self-adjoint
 .b g T Q , we have a n b s 0, that is, b F a*. Hence, b s a*, and thus
 .  4T Q s 0, a, a*, 1 .
PROPOSITION 4.5. If Q is a right idempotent simple in¨oluti¨ e quantale,
then Q is discrete.
Proof. We have shown in the proof of Lemma 4.2 that 0 ; 1 implies
0 s 1. Thus, since Q is simple, ; must be the identity congruence.
 .Suppose that Q is not discrete. Then there exists a g R Q such that
HH  . HHa - a . Thus, there exists g g L Q such that g & a - g & a . We
 . HHobserve that for any g g L Q , g & a s 0 m g & a s 0. This follows
from the fact that
g & a s 0 m a* & g* s 0 m g* F aHs aHHHm
aHH * & g* s 0 m g & aH Hs 0. .
H H  .  .Thus, since g & a, g & a g T Q , by the description of T Q in Lemma
4.4, we must have g & a s d, where d is a non-self-adjoint two-sided
element, and g & aH Hs 1. But then
d* & g & a s d* & d s 0 and d* & g & aH Hs d* & 1 s d*,
 .which contradicts the above observation since d* & g g L Q .
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 4Remark. The two element quantale 0, 1 with 1 & 1 s 0 is an example
of a simple quantale, obviously not right idempotent, which is not discrete.
 4The four-element Boolean algebra 0, a, a*, 1 is an example of a simple
 .  4right idempotent quantale Q in which T Q / 0, 1 .
In view of Theorem 3.3, Lemma 4.1, and Propositions 4.3 and 4.5, we
have now proved the following characterization theorem of right idempo-
tent involutive quantales which are simple:
THEOREM 4.6. A right idempotent in¨oluti¨ e quantale Q is simple if , and
only if , it is a faithful discrete factor quantale.
5. FACTORIAL AND SPATIAL QUANTALES
In this final section we explore the question of which quantales can be
embedded into products of factor or simple quantales, respectively.
DEFINITION 5.1. An involutive quantale Q is said to be factorial if
there are enough strong homomorphisms on Q into right idempotent
factor quantales to separate the elements of Q.
DEFINITION 5.2. An involutive quantale Q is said to be spatial if there
are enough strong homomorphisms on Q into right idempotent simple
involutive quantales to separate the elements of Q.
LEMMA 5.3. Factorial and spatial quantales are right idempotent.
LEMMA 5.4. Any spatial quantale is factorial.
Proof. This follows directly from Lemma 4.1.
DEFINITION 5.5. Let Q be an involutive quantale. A right-sided ele-
 .ment p g R Q , p / 1, is said to be prime if a & b F p implies a F p or
 .b F p for all a, b g R Q .
 . w xWe denote the prime elements of Q by P Q . In 11 the second author
showed that any idempotent quantale Q in which all elements are right-
sided has enough homomorphisms into quantales whose two-sided ele-
 4ments consist of 0, 1 to separate elements of Q if, and only if, every
element of Q is an intersection of primes.
THEOREM 5.6. A faithful Gelfand quantale Q is factorial if , and only if ,
e¨ery right-sided element is an intersection of primes.
Proof. Let Q be a factorial Gelfand quantale. Any strong homomor-
phism f : Q ª F into a right idempotent factor quantale has a factoriza-
tion f s h( g, where g : Q ª F is a surjective homomorphism and0
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h: F ª F is an injective strong homomorphism. Then F is a Gelfand0 0
quantale by Lemma 2.1 and a factor quantale since it is a strong subquan-
tale of one. Hence, Q has enough strong homomorphisms into right
 4idempotent quantales in which 0, 1 are the only two-sided elements. The
w x  .above mentioned result of 11 shows that every element of R Q must be
an intersection of primes.
Conversely, we assume that Q is a faithful Gelfand quantale such that
 . w xevery element of R Q is an intersection of primes. In 11 when A is an
idempotent quantale in which all elements are right-sided, an explicit
construction is given of the smallest quantale congruence a such that
 .  4c a 1 for all non-zero two-sided elements. Thus, T Ara s 0, 1 . The
congruence a was defined from a semigroup congruence b given by
a b b m a & c s b & c
for some non-zero two-sided element c. The construction of a made use
of a transfinite induction in which successive applications of the join and
 .transitive hulls of a semigroup congruence were performed. Since R Q is
such a quantale, we may extend a to all of the given involutive quantale Q
by verifying that a satisfies the two conditions of Proposition 3.7. First we
shall show that b satisfies these conditions.
ÄSuppose a b b. Then a & c s b & c for some non-zero c g Q, so
 .x & a & c s x & b & c as well for any x g Q, which verifies condition 1 of
Ä3.7. We note by the Remark following Definition 1.9 that elements of Q
commute with each other. Thus, we have
c & a* s a & c * s b & c * s c & b* .  .
and, thus,
a* & d & c s c & a* & d s c & a* & d .  .  .
s c & b* & d s c & b* & d s b* & d & c, .  .  .
 .  .for all d g R Q , which verifies condition 2 of 3.7.
Next we shall show that if r is a semigroup congruence satisfying the
 .conditions of Proposition 3.7, then its join hull j r and its transitive hull
 .  .  .h r do so as well. But a j r b means that there exist a , b g R Q withi i
a r b such that a s E a and b s E b . Therefore,i i i i
x & a s E x & a r E x & b s x & b .  .i i
for all x g Q, and
a* & c s E aU & c r E bU & c s b* & c .  .i i
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 .  .for all c g R Q . Also, a t r b means that there exist
d , d , . . . , d g R Q .1 2 n
such that
a r d r ??? r d r b ,1 n
so
x & a r x & d r ??? r x & d r x & b and1 n
a* & c r dU & c r ??? r dU & c r b* & c1 n
 .for all x g Q, c g R Q .
Finally, if the r satisfy the conditions of Proposition 3.7 for all i g I, wei
 .must check that E r does. But a E r b implies that a r b for somei i i
i g I. Thus,
x & a r x & b and a* & c r b* & c,i i
which says that
x & a E r x & b and a* & c E r b* & c. .  .i i
This concludes the proof that a satisfies the conditions of Proposition 3.7
and thus can be extended to an involutive quantale congruence a* on Q.
Denote Qra* by Q*.
Ä .For any a g P Q , we have by Lemma 2.9 the homomorphism of right
idempotent quantales
q : Q ª ­ aa
defined by
q x s x k a. .a
Let k denote the composition of q with the surjective homomorphism ofa a
 .­ a onto ­ a *
k : Q ª ­ a ª ­ a *, .a
and let k be the induced morphism into the product taken over all
Ä .a g P Q
k : Q ª ­ a ª ­ a *. . 
w x  .  .  .By 11 , k is injective on R Q . Let k x s k y for x, y g Q. Then
k x & a s k y & a and k a* & x s k a* & y . .  .  .  .
But Q is faithful, so x s y. Therefore, Q is factorial.
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We now turn to the question of spatiality. As noted previously, we feel
 .that quantales Q S , with S a sup-lattice with a duality or an orthocomple-
ment, are the most important classes of simple quantales. We close then
with a result which shows that they are decisive for checking spatiality.
w xWe recall from 7 that for every Gelfand quantale Q the map
m : Q ª Q R Q .
 .given by m x s p , wherex
p a s x* & a, .x
 .for all x g Q, a g R Q , is a homomorphism of Gelfand quantales pre-
 .cisely when R Q is orthocomplemented. The analogous result holds when
Q is merely a right idempotent quantale, that is, m is a homomorphism of
right idempotent involutive quantales when Q is discrete.
LEMMA 5.7. Let Q be a right idempotent faithful discrete quantale. Then
m : Q ª Q R Q .
is injecti¨ e.
Proof. As stated above, m is a homomorphism of right idempotent
 .  .involutive quantales. Suppose that m x s m y . Then by definition, since
 .  .  .m x* s m y* as well, x & a s y & a for all a g R Q , and b & x s
 .  .  .x* & b* * s y* & b* * s b & y for all b g L Q . The faithfulness of Q
then implies that x s y.
THEOREM 5.8. An in¨oluti¨ e quantale is spatial if , and only if , it has
 .enough strong homomorphisms into quantales Q S , where S is a sup-lattice
with a duality.
Proof. By definition, an involutive quantale is spatial if it has enough
strong homomorphisms into simple right idempotent involutive quantales
to separate its elements. If Q is a simple right idempotent quantale, then
by Theorem 4.6, it is a faithful discrete factor. By the above lemma, Q
 .embeds into Q R Q via m. The fact that it is a factor implies that m is
strong. The converse follows trivially from Proposition 3.4.
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